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Hello!
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REVIEW OF PAST 
EXAMS

I will review the past six exams from June 2009 till December 2011 in terms of 
students performance.

I will be commenting on the performance of candidates in the exams under two 
headings: exam technique and technical knowledge.

Click, next slide, please.
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What was done well?

We’ll start by looking at what has been done well over the last few sittings.

Click, next slide, please.
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EXAM TECHNIQUE

Clear organisation of answers

Time management improved

Question requirements addressed

In summary, exam technique has improved over the last few sittings.

In particular, 

Click

Many labelled, displayed and organised their answers well. Most candidates start 
each question on a separate page and show workings as recommended.

Click

Candidates’ time management is generally pretty good as illustrated by the fact 
that the majority complete all five questions.

Click

The performance of candidates as far as the professional skills are concerned is 
good with the majority of candidates producing well structured documents in a 
style that is easy to follow. 

Click, next slide, please.
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TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

Calculation of the accounting profit and loss

Tax base adjustments 

Calculation of tax depreciation allowances

Taxation of employment income

Calculation of VAT liability

Foreign tax credit

As with all exams, the prepared candidates perform well. Recent exam sittings have shown 
that where a candidate has studied the area, he would achieve good marks. There has been 
evidence of very good knowledge in a number of technical areas, namely:

Click

The way the tax base is derived from the accounting profit and loss account

Click

Calculation of tax depreciation allowances

Click

Taxation of employment income

Click

Calculation of VAT liability

Click

And the calculation of a foreign tax credit, where a considerable improvement has been 
achieved over last few years.
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What wasn't done well?

Now moving on to what was not done so well.

Click, next slide, please.
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EXAM TECHNIQUE

Presentation technique unclear at times

Not all requirements are being addressed

Preference of computation to narrative parts

Insufficient thought before writing

When we are speaking about the exam technique there are areas where the performance of candidates could 
improve.

Click

Workings are at times incomplete and difficult to follow. Candidates should always show very clearly what steps they 
are taking. It is important, because the marks are allocated for the correct procedure and purely numerical errors are 
disregarded in marking. If it is unclear what and/or why is being calculated candidates cannot gain high marks. For 
example, some candidates used various symbols and abbreviations of a rather internal nature in question 1 when 
calculating the accounting profit and the tax base, which were not appropriate. Candidates should give attention to 
handwriting, which is sometimes difficult to follow. 

Click

Candidates need to make sure that they have identified all of the requirements or tasks that they have been asked to 
carry out. In a number of cases, candidates did not attempt all sections of the question thereby not accessing all of 
the available marks for those sections.

At times candidates intentionally skip some parts of the question, narrative parts in particular. It is not good because 
they completely give up the chance to gain any of those marks. The exam is mainly computational, however 
explanations still play an important part in the exam. Understandably, the majority of candidates are better at 
calculating than they are at explaining. Written explanations are often poorly structured, longer than they need to be 
and with repetitions. All this is unnecessary and candidates could gain valuable marks if they focused on concise 
and logical explanation of the concept that they often master in computational exercise.

Click

One particular area where there is room for improvement is the planning and thinking before putting down the 
answer.

Click, next slide, please.
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INSUFFICIENT THOUGHT 

The facts of the question have been misinterpreted

Answers are general rather than specific

Answers include unnecessary information

Some answers demonstrate that the candidate has not taken sufficient time to read and 
understand the facts of the question and the situations outlined.

For example in June 2009 (Question 1) some candidates seemed to have spent a lot of time 
thinking about the accounting status of financial assets, although it was clearly stated that the 
shares in question were valued through the profit and loss account. Similarly in June 2010 
(Question 2) many claimed the general lump-sum expenses although they were explicitly 
required to apply the travel lump sum expenses.

Click

Written answers are often general  as opposed to being specific to the facts of the question. 
Candidates must ensure that they apply their knowledge to the facts of the question rather than 
addressing technical areas in a general manner. Candidates tend to include the full list of 
conditions needed to qualify for a particular relief rather than noting that the relief applies or not 
depending on the circumstances outlined in the question.  This results in time loss and does not 
attract additional marks. Similarly, candidates may spend time presenting all of the information 
that they know in relation to a specific area which may not be either relevant or required. For 
example in December 2009 (question 2), June 2010 (question 1) and December 2010 (question 
1) some candidates listed all applicable rules on charitable giving relief instead of applying them 
correctly, and they lose valuable time.

Click

Such approach results in answers which include irrelevant information where candidates write 
down everything they know about a technical area rather than answering the question set.
Click, next slide, please.
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TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

Generally
- Lack of precision

Specifically
- Tax management and procedures
- Taxation of inbound dividends
- Mandatory insurance contributions due dates

Click

As far as the technical knowledge is concerned generally,

Click

candidate's knowledge often lacks precision. When we take the example of accounting profit or loss and tax base 
calculation, almost all candidates perform well in general, but very few are able to address correctly some specific items 
such as the loss on sale of land, or gains on exempt financial assets. Similarly the calculation of tax depreciation 
allowances does not create any substantial problem, but when the scenario comprises some complications such as 
technical appreciation, alienation of the asset or continuation of depreciation commenced by the previous owner, only 
very few are able to resolve it. Another example could be VAT calculation including taxable and exempt supplies, 
therefore requiring the application of a coefficient.

Click

There is one area of technical knowledge where the performance of candidates is consistently not as good as in other 
areas and that is tax management and administration. There are indicators that candidates tend to ignore the tax 
management act.  If they are required to deal with the subject covered in the income taxes act such as calculation and 
payment of income tax advances (December 2011) it does not create as many problems as if they are to address the 
issue covered in the tax management act though very basic, such as registration or interest due in the case of the late 
payment (June 2009).

Click
The performance on taxation of dividends received from abroad remains somewhat disappointing. Many candidates 
make mistakes when distinguishing between exempt and taxable dividends. Too many keep forgetting all about the 
separate tax base and include them in the general tax base.

Click
The poor performance on due dates for social security and health insurance contribution is surprising as due dates for tax 
returns, tax advances, and payment of tax create the exception as those are mastered by a vast majority of candidates. 
Candidates need to make sure that they cover all the topics in the syllabus.

Click, next slide, please.
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LESSONS LEARNED
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Which areas need to be 
improved?

I’ll turn now to lessons learned and the ways in which you, as tuition providers, 
can improve the performance of your students

Click, next slide, please.
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AREAS TO BE IMPROVED 

Technical knowledge

Identification of tasks and guidance

More thinking before answering

Time management

I will go through the areas that could be improved.

Click

The first thing to do is to strengthen the foundations and improve technical knowledge –
candidates will maximise their chances of passing the exam if they have a sound technical 
knowledge across the whole of the syllabus. This knowledge needs to be learned – it will not be 
acquired merely by question practise.

Click

It is important for candidates to identify all of the tasks they have been asked to perform together 
with any guidance provided as to how to carry them out. It is also important for candidates to 
think about what needs to be done and how they are going to do it before they start writing.

Click

The final area I would draw to your attention is time management. Although there have been 
improvements in this area, it remains of fundamental importance. I see scripts where the 
candidate has adopted a very expansive style in answering the first part of the first question but 
is forced to miss things out or to be too brief towards the end – candidates need to manage their 
time throughout each question such that they finish each part in the correct amount of time - they 
should be in a slight hurry all of the time rather than being slow and relaxed at one stage and 
then rushing madly later on.

Click, next slide, please.
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Where can tuition 
providers help?

You can provide help at both the teaching phase and on the revision phase.

Click, next slide, please.
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TEACHING PHASE

Emphasise the importance of knowledge

Place the rules in context

Encourage students to practise explaining

Use questions to reinforce knowledge and 
understanding

Insist on structuring

At the teaching phase

Click

I am sure that you, tutors, will cover the broad syllabus as extensively as you can within the time available and 
candidates should be made aware of the need to study independently to supplement their learning, in addition to 
the course requirements. Students should be reminded of the importance of learning the rules throughout the 
course. This is not, of course, the same as understanding what they have been told. When they know the rules, 
they must ensure that they know how to apply them – via question practise. There you can help.

Click

The more you are able to place the rules in context, the more memorable they will be. Use your experience in the 
profession or refer to past exam questions as if they were real situations to illustrate the area you are covering.

Click

Students are going to be expected to provide explanations in the exam – this is not easy to do but it gets easier 
with practise. Get your students to think about this need to explain during the teaching phase – ideally they should 
practise explaining technical areas as they memorise them.

Click

Finally, use questions to reinforce your students’ knowledge and understanding.

Click

The structuring of candidates' answers needs to be continually developed and improved. You should always 
emphasise:

- Reading the requirements to the question, reading the question and then reading the requirements again before 
starting the answer.

- Noting the verb used (i. e. discuss, advise, calculate) and the number of marks available for each requirement, 
and allocating the time on this basis.

- Starting each question on a new page.

Click, next slide, please.
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REVISION PHASE - Introduction

Re-emphasise the importance of learning the rules

Work questions to time

No sneaky peaks at the answer

At the beginning of the Revision Phase

Click

Emphasise (again) the importance of learning the rules.

Click

Also, point out that during the revision phase questions will be worked to time and 
that this in turn will require them to manage their time in order to complete all of 
the parts of the question in the correct amount of time.

Click

Finally, try to discourage them from looking at the answer before they have 
finished – they need to acquire sufficient self-confidence to start and finish a 
question without receiving any reassurance from outside that they are doing the 
right thing – looking at the answer prevents them from acquiring that self-
confidence.

Click, next slide, please.
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REVISION PHASE – Questions set-up

Read the requirements carefully

The verbs used in the requirements

Read the question proactively

Candidates must learn rules, but practise is vital to succeed in the exam.

Click

Make sure that they know to read the requirements carefully

Click

Make sure that they understand the importance and meaning of the verbs used in 
the requirements – and relate the verbs used to the number of marks available 
and, consequently, the amount of time available.

Click

Finally, tell them to read the question proactively – thinking about the relevance 
of the information to the tasks they have been asked to perform.

Click, next slide, please.
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REVISION PHASE – Questions debrief

Successful time management?

All identified tasks addressed?

Took account of the verb in the requirement?

Answer is specific rather than general?

Review the more difficult technical areas

Students will be principally focussed on knowledge – but they also need to gradually improve their exam technique 
throughout the revision phase. Remind them to think about it so that they can bear it in mind during the exam session.

Click

The sort of questions they should be asking themselves include.

Click

Did they manage their time successfully?

Click

Did they address all of the tasks they identified – point out any task that you feel they might have missed. 

In order to have a chance to gain maximum marks, candidates must attempt all sections of the question requirements 
but time management is vital in this.  Candidates must judge from the verbs used and the marks allocated, the 
amount of time and content required to gain reasonable marks.

Click

Did they take account of the verb in the requirement?

Click

Did they focus on the facts of the question and keep their answer specific?

Click, next slide, please.
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FOCUS ON FUTURE 
EXAMS

As far as future exams are concerned.

Click
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WHAT IS NEW?

Click
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YET ANOTHER FINANCE ACT?

There will, of course, be at least one Finance Act each year – you need to think 
about it in line with the appropriate cut off date of 31 May for the December of 
that year and the following June, i.e. 31 May 2011 for December 2011 and June 
2012 exams.

Click

Emphasising the importance of the new rules will help students to prepare for the 
situations that might arise in the exam.

Click, next slide, please.
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WILL THINGS 
CHANGE?
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CHANGES TO COME

There is no changes planned to the structure of the 
paper.

ACCA approved textbook – BPP – updated annualy

A new finance act every year

The structure of the exam paper will continue in its current form.  There are no 
planned changes.

Click

BPP textbook is the ACCA approved textbook and it is very useful to candidates.

Click

It is likely that we will see significant changes in the next few finance acts.  The 
syllabus is reviewed annually and adjustments will be made on an ongoing basis 
to reflect these changes.

Click, next slide, please.
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Thanks!

Thank you for your attention.

Click, next slide, please.
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Questions?

Now the floor is open for your questions.

Q1 How do you treat marking when a student got to the right answer/conclusions but perhaps used a different method? 

A1 Candidates are expected to demonstrate the knowledge and ability to apply the rules stipulated in the tax legislation. If they choose a different method leading to the same result than that suggested by 
the Ministry of Finance in their guidelines, e. g. in case of thin capitalisation, they will receive full marks. Procedures prescribed by the legislation, e. g. inclusion of the inbound dividend income in a 
separate tax base, must be followed. It is important for candidates to show how they arrived at answer, especially if they make a mistake in computation. It is possible to earn marks if markers can see the 
candidate was correct in their methods or application but made a calculation error. If it is a calculation error they won’t lose marks necessarily if we can determine this. The focus is not only on the right 
numbers. Markers take into consideration that there is more than one way to answer a problem.

Q2 Is it better to start all 5 questions and to keep to the 1.8 minute per mark guideline? 

A2 Yes, this is good approach. Candidates should attempt all 5 questions and not spend their time all on one or two questions and then allow themselves to run out of time. They need good time 
management. They should attempt to finish each question in the time given but move on and leave space at the end for them to return later if time permits. It is not worth chasing the prize-winner points if it 
means losing easier marks on the next questions.

Q3 Is there distractor information in the questions to confuse them? 

A3 There may be some information in a question that does not require to be used in the answer, the purpose is to see if candidates are knowledgeable about which information is important. For example 
two values may be given that they could use to calculate a fringe benefit and they have to decide. 

Q4 Is there any language standardisation during the exam preparation stages? Can you please clarify when the requirement says calculate the tax liability or the tax payable or tax due, when advances 
need to be calculated? Sometimes it is required in the answer to calculate the advances and sometimes not. 

A4 Each exam is prepared by a panel of tax specialists, not just the examiner. The preparation includes the language check and text editing and we try to use the language consistent with the syllabus 
throughout all sessions. Tax due and Tax payable are the same and the terms should mean the final figure after deduction of all credits and prepayments unlike the tax liability which should mean the final 
amount of tax for the respective fiscal year after tax credits, but before deduction of any prepayments. The logic of the respective tax laws is followed here. For the sake of clarity I will make clear if 
advances (prepayments) need to be calculated in the question in future. 

Q5 When you refer to a foreign tax credit and the credit method is not directly mentioned, can we assume it is ordinary credit and not full credit method? 

A5 As the application of full credit is rather exceptional case applicable only if the income is sourced in Brazil, you should assume it means ordinary credit unless otherwise stated. Nevertheless I will make 
it clear in future that ordinary credit method applies. 

Q6 There are regular and frequent changes to the Czech Tax code, will this be a problem for students using a different rate in practice or if they use the current rate on the exam? 

A6 Exams will test what was the law as of 31 May in December and June the next year. If changes are made after this, it will not be on the exams. Make sure students are aware of  this deadline! Students 
should use the rates from the tax rates and allowances  tables provided in the exam and not the current rate if it has changed, but normally some credit will be given if they use a current rate if there other 
work is logical. 

Q7 There are some items where the Czech name has more meaning and is difficult to translate or there are more than one way to say it (i.e. managing director, responsible person in Czech is jednatel), if 
a student uses a Czech term in this case  (jednatel)  to be clear about the relationship for example, would this be helpful or permissible? 

A7 Yes, it’s true in some cases there is something specific to Czech tax code that is difficult to translate and if it is the case the Czech term is in brackets. It is possible to include the term “jednatel” as well 
in future, although it is always clear in the question whether the company in question is a joint stock company (a. s.) or a limited liability company (s. r. o.), and therefore whether the managing director is 
“jednatel” or not.

Q8 There is registered Tax Advisor in Czech Republic similar to the German Sterbeurator but someone registered with the Chamber of Tax Advisors doesn’t receive any exemptions from ACCA. Is it 
possible to explore this? 

A8 (KY) There have been attempts in the past to communicate with the Chamber of Tax Advisors through the local office but they have never responded so it is difficult to properly assess them. We can try 
again.

Click
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CONTACT
students@accaglobal.com
+44(0) 141.582.2000
www.accaglobal.com
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